Inside into Engineering and MBA

1.

Engineering

Engineering college in MP
With the top class engineering courses in indore, VITM is the best engineering college in MP
having two branches in MP one in Indore and one in Gwalior. This engineering college in MP
is the home to thousands of students that aim to become the most successful engineers by
learning to plan the proper implementation of the practicality of engineering learnings in
the real world.
Madhya Pradesh has a population of around 75 million , still many areas of the state are still
deprived of quality education. VITM is a standalone engineering and management college
amongst the most colleges of engineering and management in MP that roots its esteems on
strengthening and providing best quality engineering and management courses. Sponsored
by a solid board of very qualified teachers, VITM, a college of innovations and engineering
has been preparing youth for a general comprehensive development and success. Students
manufacture the eventual fate of a country and the advancement is exceptionally dependent
on them. VITM that is in the top 10 engineering colleges in MP, help every engineering
students to build their career in their respective field of interest and counsel them in the
selection of the engineering field. Being positioned as one of the main engineering colleges
in MP, VITM denotes a solid and dependable balance in providing education for best
knowledge, release the genuine potential implanted, and trigger completion of self.
VITM’s main motto is to make a proper balance between knowledge gained to that of
leanings earned from the only university that is located in the prime two cities of MP and is
among the top 20 engineering colleges in whole of MP. VITM was also ranked in best 10

private colleges in MP because of its rapid growth in terms of education and smooth
teacher-student interaction which in turn got the stamp of 100% placement to the
placement cell of VITM.
A fully functional most active placement cell in engineering campus of Indore and
engineering campus of Gwalior has been in contacts with the mega brands of the corporate
world. The placement cell of top engineering college of indore along with the top
engineering colleges in gwalior acts as an effective tool for further enchantment to better
perception of the world. VITM recently featured in The list of top colleges in MP placement
wise and revised the effective placement by any engineering college in MP.

Engineering courses of VITM are Approved by AICTE (All India Council for Technical
Education) Ministry of HRD Govt. of India New Delhi and Director of Technical Education MP.

VITM tries to make dynamic course syllabus that are easy to learn and understand. Our
study approach are planned in a way to make studies more fun and interesting. The main
aim is to make all the engineering student progress in the field they selected. The best
engineering college in MP have made their courses in such a way to improve the thinking
capability and develop the overall personality of students through educational programs by
implying rich learning that is checked intently and adjusted to ensure students are
performing their best in engineering field in MP.

Vikrant Institute of Technology and Management believes in providing every engineering
student with the best formed, well oriented approach of learning and education in
engineering college in Indore and engineering college in Gwalior since ages and continues to
do the same in future that’s par . VITM has got a healthy record in Engineering placements
of students in both the campus Indore and Gwalior. With more than 10 lakh students placed
within India and around the world in a very short span of time.
Vikrant institute of technology and management strictly believes in innovation and lateral
thinking and try very hard to bring those thing into existence for longer for the engineering
students to help them excel in life and get a better approach towards life.
What brought VITM to number one college in MP is its intense participation in students
studies and thought process. The best part about VITM is that it encourages and invites
students from all over India, looking forward in doing engineering to make a life changing
move towards success by joining only the best engineering college in indore and most
successful college in gwalior as all the departments in this engineering college supports
thinking out of the box to submit their ideas.
VITM is one of the most influential college in MP where all work together for the aspiring
future of the engineering students and making the use of their full potential and always

motivating them to aim higher in life and do everything that involves their interests in the
field of engineering. VITM works with only objective with full dedication to provide the best
quality of education in the field of engineering in Indore and Gwalior.
A group of highly reputed and appropriately organised engineering college departments in
MP. A band of qualified, competent and experienced lectures in both the college campus of
indore and gwalior are engaged in teaching at the top engineering institute in MP.
VITM is the home of highly educated engineering faculties that are 100% committed to the
cause of advancement in learning progression and development. The engineering faculties in
VITM aims to maintain the high standard of teaching and learnings and making their best
effort to maintain the same by doing their best in classrooms and labs in Indore and gwalior.
The focal point of the faculties in both indore and gwalior are involved in research along
with variety of other academic activities. Overall the engineering college faculties in indore
campus and gwalior campus are the choicest gems of the engineering industry and are
mostly committed to cause the the advancement of learning to all the engineering students.
The engineering colleges faculty also finds ample opportunities for growth under the parasol
of the institute. In the Vikrant Institute of Technology and Management, besides arranging
Faculty Development Programmes seminars and conferences of national and international
levels are also arranged. The members of core faculty, are being sent to renowned Indian
and overseas institutes for training, research and different study programmes.

Engineering college in Indore
Engineering in Indore is one of the best decision anyone could take to pursue their higher
education in the field of engineering and science from a college that is among the top
engineering colleges placement wise in Indore. Being one of the prime city of Madhya
Pradesh, Indore is the center of education and learning.

The top most engineering colleges in Indore is the house of highly qualified, competent and
most experienced lecturers those are engaged in providing the best quality of education and
are supported by many visiting lecturers or guest speakers from different noted academic
institutes and corporate organizations. Engineering college community in indore finds an
ample opportunities for growth in their engineering career.
The first year of engineering, a engineer student is made to Focus on engineering
foundation coursework in areas such as physics, mechanics, with various engineering
courses in surveying, graphics etc.
Vikrant Institute of Technology and Management is among the high-ranked colleges in
Indore where engineers get taught in the most technologically advanced labs by highly
learned engineering faculties. VITM is one those engineering colleges which comes under
top 10 private colleges in MP and among the top engineering colleges placement wise in
Indore.

1. Btech engineering in Indore
In Bachelor engineering college in Indore, beyond gaining specialized knowledge in the
chosen field of education in engineering in indore, graduates of the engineering institute are
professionally equipped to respond confidently in the field for adapting to change and
managing them in the best possible way.
B.E or bachelor of Engineering is an undergraduate degree program earned by students in
their selected field of engineering subject or engineering field in the top engineering college
in indore. The best Engineering college in Indore, Vikrant Institute of technology and
management is affiliated by DAVV and the time duration to complete a bachelor engineering
degree by is about 4 years.
Engineering college in indore got many BE programs in the field of engineering in Indore.
The courses offered by VITM are as follows: BE in Mechanical Engineering, BE in Fire and

Safety Engineering, BE in Computer Science Engineering, BE in Information Technology, BE
in Electronic and Communications, Be in Civil engineering, BE in Mechanical Engineering

2. Polytechnic Diploma in Indore
Polytechnic colleges in Indore gives an excellent support in building the foundation of the
student interested in polytechnic diploma course or course of engineering in Gwalior.
Polytechnic diploma courses basically deals with the practical approach towards the field of
Engineering in Indore .
Vikrant Institute of Technology and Management comes in top 10 best polytechnic colleges
in Indore and is preferred by thousands of students over the country since many years and
got an unbelievable polytechnic diploma placement record.
Polytechnic courses in Indore encompasses diploma in various different specializations like
civil engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and other engineering
branches.
In the top most best polytechnic college in Indore, candidates gain better knowledge about
their selected subjects.

3. Mtech Engineering in Indore
Master Engineering or we could say mtech engineering courses indore are the best courses
in the top engineering colleges in indore. Mtech engineering in indore is the most preferred
course by majority of students in indore for different streams of engineering. The
engineering college in Indore offers a world class engineering studies in Indore and provides

the best blend of education and learnings. In the top the engineering college in Indore that
is among the top 10 colleges in MP, students are exposed to the practices of the industry
and are being acquired with the knowledge of industrial best practices and are trained to
become the top level future managers. Mtech Engineering is a 2 years or 4 semester field of
study.
The Best Engineering College in Indore provide the following field of study to the students
who are looking forward to make a career in engineering or looking forward to pursue their
life in engineering and to grow their individuality.
M.Tech Computer Science & Engineering, Civil-Structure, Cyber Security, Electronics &
Communication Production Engineering and various other engineering fields.

Engineering College in Gwalior

The best engineering colleges in Gwalior got some of the highly qualified, competent and
most experienced lecturers those are engaged in providing the best quality of education and
are supported by many visiting lecturers or guest speakers from different noted academic
institutes and corporate organizations. Engineering college community in gwalior finds an
ample opportunities for growth in their engineering career.
The first year of engineering, a engineer student is made to Focus on engineering
foundation coursework in areas such as physics, mechanics, with various engineering
courses in surveying, modelling etc.
The best Engineering college in Gwalior, Vikrant Institute of technology and management is
affiliated by Rajiv Gandhi Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya Bhopal MP for Engineering And
Engineering Diploma Courses
Vikrant Institute of Technology and Management is among the top-ranked colleges in
Gwalior where engineers get taught in the most technologically advanced labs by highly
learned engineering faculties. VITM is one those engineering colleges which comes under
top 10 private colleges in MP and among the top engineering colleges placement wise in
gwalior.

1. PGDCA in Gwalior
PGDCA is a 1 year (2 sem) post graduation computer application program that is aimed for
students with little or no programming experience. The programme provides overall

proficiency to the students in both hard and soft skills. It aims to provide students with an
understanding of the role computation can play in solving problems.

Being in the top 10 private engineering colleges in MP, VITM is the best engineering college
to provide Post graduation in computer application to students and aims to help them learn
and enhance their ability to write programs and learn the basics of coding to help them
establish their life goals in the field of programming of Informational technology. PGDCA
that’s being offered by the best university in Gwalior includes languages like java, dot net c
& C++ etc
The best engineering college in gwalior got the best engineering course of PGDCA that
covers topics on the engineering of computer programming -: virtual memory, and threads;
networks; atomicity and coordination of parallel activities; recovery and reliability; privacy,
security, and encryption etc.

2. Btech Engineering in Gwalior
In Bachelor engineering college in Gwalior, beyond gaining specialized knowledge in the
chosen field of education in engineering in gwalior, graduates of the engineering institute
are professionally equipped to respond confidently in the field for adapting to change and
managing them in the best possible way.
B.E or bachelor of Engineering is an undergraduate degree program earned by students in
their selected field of engineering subject or engineering field in the top engineering college
in gwalior. In the best Engineering college in Gwalior, time duration to complete a bachelor
engineering degree is about 4 years.
Engineering college in gwalior got many BE programs in the field of engineering in Gwalior.
The courses offered by VITM are as follows: BE in Mechanical Engineering, BE in Fire
Technology and Safety Engineering, BE in Computer Science Engineering, BE in Information

Technology, BE in Electrical Engineering, Be in Civil engineering, BE in Mechanical
Engineering

2. Polytechnic Diploma in Gwalior
Polytechnic colleges in Gwalior gives and excellent support in building the foundation of the
student interested in polytechnic diploma course or course of engineering in Gwalior.
Polytechnic diploma courses basically deals with the practical approach towards the field of
Engineering in Gwalior .
Vikrant Institute of Technology and Management comes in top 10 best polytechnic colleges
in Indore and is preferred by thousands of students over the country since many years and
got an unbelievable polytechnic diploma placement record.
Polytechnic courses in Gwalior compasses diploma in various different specializations like
Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and other engineering branches.
In the top most best polytechnic college in Gwalior, candidates gain better knowledge
about their selected subjects of their field.

3. Mtech Engineering in Gwalior
Master Engineering or we could say mtech engineering courses indore are the best courses
in the top engineering colleges in gwalior. Mtech engineering in gwalior is the most
preferred course by majority of students in indore for different streams of engineering. The
engineering college in gwalior offers a world class engineering studies in Indore and
provides the best blend of education and learnings. In the top the engineering college in
Gwalior that is among the top 10 colleges in MP, students are exposed to the practices of
the industry and are being acquired with the knowledge of industrial best practices and are

trained to become the top level future managers. Mtech Engineering is a 2 years or 4
semester field of study.
The Best Engineering College in Gwalior provide the following field of study to the students
who are looking forward to make a career in engineering or looking forward to pursue their
life in engineering and to grow their individuality.
M.Tech Computer Science & Engineering, Mechanical Engineering-Production, Information
Technology, Power System, Structure and various other engineering fields.

2.

MBA

Thinking MBA?
MBA stands for Master of Business Administration (MBA) and is a postgraduate degree in
business administration. The principle of MBA as a study-stream originated in the United
States of America and now MBA has become a prestigious and reputed degree all over the
world, which is quite fascinating for the people from various scholastic streams.
Most of those who opt for MBA in India are engineers. But at our best management college
of Indore and the best management college of Gwalior, VITM, we suggest that a Master’s in
Business Administration is a must-do for anyone from any field who wants to improve and
explore the pool of their skills and knowledge level. As there always existed an ever
increasing demand for skilled managers in any organization or any institution or business in
today’s highly competitive and ambitious world because only such skilled and competent

managers can tackle the highly demanding situations that organization faces in the era of
liberalization and globalization.
If you’re thinking about an MBA, then you must be thinking about the best B-school. Vikrant
Institute of technology and Management is the top management college in M.P.
When you start the decision making the process of becoming an MBA, taking the GMAT,
researching about the management institutions, and going through the questions about your
future, visualizing yourself at your dream job or venture.
What is the most important thing you want to gain through your MBA? If your objectives
include pursuing a managerial role, setting up and running your own business or startup or
moving up in the corporate hierarchy, a versatile MBA will serve you sound.
MBA is all about the value added to your profile which benefits you in many ways, not just
for the present but for the future too. The advantages you get while pursuing the course
such as developing skills like thinking, cognition, analyzing, communication, perception,
attitudinal and behavioral change and dealing with people.
Here at the best management college of M.P., VITM we create successful managers, those
who possess a sound blend of qualities such as decision making, conceptual,
communication, analytical and interpersonal skills, for making the best possible use for the
available resources. Our MBA programmes are focused on creating leaders and managers
laced with the above-mentioned skills. MBA as an education makes one aware of the
language of business. This is a path, by walking on which the raw students are molded into
well skilled and professional managers and leaders.
At VITM, the top management college of Indore and the top management college of Gwalior,
our MBA syllabus has everything from marketing to finance to Information Technology to
psychology. This is all because we want our students to be well aware of the various
dimensions of business such as operations, IT, finance, human resources, marketing, foreign
trade, logistics, etc. Moreover, a sound MBA programme will also consist of courses to
implant and develop the communication, presentation, creativity, social skills, leadership
skills and team building skills in an individual. Building up the caliber to bring out the
high-quality work out of their teams is the most important takeaway from an MBA.

After successfully undergoing the MBA program at the best management institute of M.P.,
VITM a raw graduate will undergo a transformational phase that converts him to a capable
manager or leader who will be able enough to adapt to and solve many business-related
problems that can arise in the highly challenging corporate atmosphere.

What is a versatile MBA?
One that helps you to target and achieve an ambitious and bright career across the
corporate spectrum, anywhere from the basic local level to the trending global one. Here at
VITM, you get the best management college of Indore and the best management college of
Gwalior
Here’s why you can—and should—consider and explore the opportunities at the M.P.’s best
management college, VITM1. You will need to acquire the necessary professional skills- An MBA is expected to be laced
with the updated, trending and advanced professional skills. Here at our M.P.’s top
management college, which is the best management college of Indore and the best
management college of Gwalior, we help you achieve all the needed professional skills to
make you an ace player in the industry.
2. The versatility of knowledge and skills acquired will improve your job and career
prospect- A versatile MBA will give you the needed skills to troubleshoot and respond to the
professional challenges innovatively. The MBA qualification enjoys a good reputation in the
business world, and it will make you more employable. At the top management institute of
M.P., VITM, we make sure that our students acquire the most of the industrial knowledge
and skills.
Placement companies consider MBA graduates as forward thinkers, who can think out of the
box, explore and implement the innovative and creative strategies, ideas and tactics.
Our Institute, VITM, which is the top management college in Indore and the top management
college in Gwalior we teach our MBA students how to think outside the box, to innovate and
create, to be able to analyze data, trends and results and to use the application of the
knowledge and skills earned to a magnified range of business and corporate fronts to be

able to reach the smooth and lucrative operations of the office, department, section, branch,
firm, organisation or company they manage.
3. The practical approach to knowledge and skills is an advantage for students- Our well
designed Industrial training programs where our MBA students acquire the proper and
in-depth knowledge about the working culture and latest trends of the corporate world. Thus
we do not just claim to be the best management college of M.P. but we put our endeavoring
efforts for the same and for our students too. Our practical training sessions, internship
programs, and industrial visits demonstrate to potential employers that our students are
devoted to their career, and they do not just possess the bookish knowledge but also aware
of the know-how of the industry. They have a sound grip on the technology and have
developed deeper and more flexible approaches and outlooks to domestic and international
business.
In addition to developing strong business acumen, an MBA undoubtedly accelerates the
career growth also. As surviving the job market becomes tougher, an MBA degree enables
one to survive among the crowd. The employers at present demands professionals with
abilities beyond just the knowledge of the subject and an MBA degree is definitely the way
to meeting up their expectations.
Why is an MBA important and useful?
There are so many reasons to opt for an MBA, but entering into postgraduate business
studies is a major commitment of both time and money. The reasons why you should go for
an MBA are as follows-

1. Value and Earning Potential
The ongoing placement scenario is quite tough to break for the recent graduates, and many
students are looking for the ways to make themselves more skilled and marketable. An MBA
is a sure-fire way to enhance your earning potential, even when the job market is
competitive and tough with the job-seekers. Many recent business school graduates from
our renowned and best management college of M.P., VITM, have reported a hype in their
earnings of five or more times than their pre-MBA salaries.

2. More career options
One quite significant reason apart from rising your earning potential is by making the
decision to pursue an MBA you allow to diversify and learn skills you can apply in a variety

of fields. MBAs are also more likely to find jobs in management and leadership positions.
Here at our best management institutes in Indore and likewise the top management college
in Gwalior, we provide education by targeting the multi-dimensional career frame. When it
comes to job opportunities, the sky is the limit for a well skilled and well trained MBA
graduate.
Manufacturing, marketing, and management and service industries are lining up for
competent and well-skilled MBAs to expand their business horizons. MBA will also kindle the
entrepreneurial skills and helps the person to sail through the storms coming in the way as
challenges, of entrepreneurship with confidence.

3. Leadership skills
Most MBA programs include some classes aimed at human resource management. But here
at VITM, the best management institute of M.P., we focus on improving your leadership
skills. All of our students are all top in all the fields, and simply managing a group project
full of bright, innovative, creative, driven, Type-A personalities will give you a lot of
experience and exposure in management, leadership and conflict resolution.
4. Developing Network
A successful business career is carved out of a strong business network, and our MBA
college will help you develop that network. You'll make life-long connections with your
classmates and instructors, but you'll also have the ready-built resource of the institute's
alumni network. Choosing a well-known management institute is also important – our best
MBA college in M.P., VITM with its ever-widening and ever-growing name and reputation will
open doors and help you access new connections.
Why pursue MBA after Just Graduation or Even Post Graduation?
Whichever stream you pursue as an under-graduation does not really matter, for opting your
post graduation in management. You can pursue MBA after B.A, B. Com., B.Tech, B.E., BCA,
LLB or BAMS. Pursuing an MBA programme after graduation, open up a greater scope of
opportunities for you, it widens your horizon and creates more chances to have a bright
career path. In fact, even after completing post graduation in one’s chosen stream, many
find it needful and required to have an MBA degree. At VITM, the top management college of
Indore and the top management college of Gwalior we facilitate for our students the
learning in such a way that every disciple no matter to which stream it belongs can
experience and learn the best quality education.
Any graduate of any discipline from a recognized University is eligible to apply for MBA
entrance examination provided he/she has 50 percent marks. Or at VITM, one of the top
management college of M.P. we provide with the integrated program of 5 years also. It
consists of both the graduation and post-graduation.
About the Course
At VITM, the best management college of Indore and the best management college of
Gwalior, we have designed the course in such a way that it aims to give a holistic view on

the different dimensions of management facilitating students to look at and evaluate the
entirety of an organization and relate it to the broader perspective. These courses assist the
students to appreciate the interrelation of the various functional spheres and integrate
them while addressing problems in the business context.
At the end of the first semester, the students go for the on the job training in any
organization for a period of four to six weeks and at the end of the second semester, the
students go for the summer internship in any organization for a period of eight to twelve
weeks. The summer internship is compulsory for all the students. The summer training
trains the students to sharpen their knowledge and skills, develop an understanding of
business realities and apply the tools and techniques to real-life business situations.
Also in the third-semester students are required to complete major research project work
which promotes them on the path of becoming a successful and competent leader and
manager. A combination of various teaching and learning techniques are used to impart
knowledge and skills to students at VITM, the top management college. Lectures, case
analysis, simulation games and exercises, data and risk analysis, role plays, business games,
seminars, group discussions and project work are used to develop conceptual, analytical and
decision making skills and to prepare the students to face the challenges of the complex
business and organizational environment.
The institute will also groom the students for placement through special modules. VITM, the
best management college of Indore and the best management college of Gwalior, follows a
curriculum designed by keeping into consideration the continuous evaluation through a
series of tests, presentations, surprise-quizzes, group-discussions, mid-term and
semester-end examination to ensure the highest academic standards as well as practical
orientation. The course curriculum is the outcome of continuous review by our experienced
faculty in line with the recent developments taking place in the corporate and business
world. The industrial visits and the internship programs at various companies and
organizations helps our students to get an insight of the corporate world and exposure at
the student-level.

Course details
MBA Degree (Master of Business Administration) Course. The details of AICTE Approved
MBA at VITM, the top college of M.P., are as follows:
Specialization we provide:
·
Human Resource,
·
Finance,
·
Marketing
·
Operation
·
Information System
VITM, the best management college of Indore and the best management college of Gwalior,
offers specialized university-level programs of formal education with a well oriented
approach to institution resourcing that fully recognizes the public and private sector and
provides the learner with multiple career options. Beyond gaining specialized knowledge in
the chosen field, students will also develop habit of learning continuously and independently
with practical skills and knowledge.
Specialised MBA: A Growing Trend Among Students
The conventional Master of Business Administration degree that most of us are known with,
is a General MBA with specialisations in very limited business functions like Finance,
Marketing, HR etc. On the other hand, a Specialised MBA is a management degree that is
focused on an industry sector (E.g., Aviation or Petroleum), a field of work (E.g., Industrial
Engineering or Analytics), or like the General MBA, on a business function (E.g., Finance or
Foreign Trade).
Also, in a General MBA, the number of credits for a specialisation or area of concentration
would be much less than in a Specialised MBA programme.
For one, there is an ever-growing demand for higher education and skills across the world.
Secondly, the recurring complaint of recruiters during campus placement drives is that
students lack practical knowledge and skills. Thirdly, the management education segment is
seeing an increasing number of players. Hence, both Institutes and students wish to create a
USP (Unique Selling Proposition) for themselves.

These issues can be addressed by the Specialised MBA programme whose students would be
industry-ready in every sense of the word, their skills being more practical and
application-oriented than a General MBA, and customized to a specific industry sector.
Hence, ideal candidates for a Specialised MBA would be those who are clear about their
area of focus and interest (business function/industry/field of work), or who already have
work experience in the same. On the other hand, if one is unsure of where one wants to
specialize, or an experienced worker looking for a career change, it might be better to take
up a General MBA course where the exposure to various business functions as well as
industries would help in deciding where they would like to be employed.
Approval of Course:
Approved by AICTE (All India Council for Technical Education) Ministry of HRD Govt. of India
New Delhi.
Eligibility For Admission
Graduation from any branch with minimum 50% marks for general category and 45% for
students of OBC,SC and ST category. (as per DAVV norms).

Affiliation
Indore
The MBA course is affiliated to Devi Ahilya University - DAVV Indore The course is approved
by DTE (Directorate of Technical Education) Govt. of Madhya Pradesh & Approved by AICTE
(All India Council for Technical Education) Ministry of HRD Govt. of India New Delhi.
Gwalior
The MBA course is affiliated to Jiwaji University, Gwalior, The course is approved by DTE
(Directorate of Technical Education) Govt. of Madhya Pradesh & Approved by AICTE (All
India Council for Technical Education) Ministry of HRD Govt. of India New Delhi.

Placement portal :

Employers always look to employ the person who can deliver the best and here at VITM, we
deliver them the best .Times are changing, and opportunities for graduates are more
competitive and challenging every day. At VITM, we have a dedicated placement portal
which on a periodic basis keep arranging the placement drives for the students to help them
to get the best from the industry. We hold a 100% placement record for consecutive 10+
years.

